
Bring Human Experts to Your Security Team
The Huntress ThreatOps team enables you to streamline your 
defenses and add the power of real threat hunters to your arsenal. 
Using technology to scale their expertise, our analysts can help you 
investigate and identify hidden threats that would otherwise remain 
undetected.

Security Made Simple
No appliances. No complicated configuration. No constant fine 
tuning. The Huntress Security Platform is a simple and affordable 
cloud-delivered solution that gives you purpose-driven visibility and 
actionable results. Simply install the lightweight agent and let our 
technology and ThreatOps analysts deliver advanced security for 
your managed endpoints without all the guesswork.

Accelerate Your Evolution
Attackers are finding new ways to get past traditional defenses 
and showing no signs of stopping. The Huntress Platform is built by 
offensive security experts who continuously add services to improve 
your security posture and keep you one step ahead of today’s most 
persistent threats.

Key Features 

Gain security expertise 
by adding Huntress ThreatOps 
analysts to your team.

Complement your existing stack 
without complicated prerequisites 
or fine tuning.

Clear, actionable reports 
that remove the guesswork behind 
overwhelming alerts.

Recover at the click of a button 
with Assisted Remediation, 
maximizing uptime and reducing 
the steps needed to respond.
 
Simple deployment 
through the lightweight Huntress 
agent and robust management 
integrations.How Huntress Works
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Detect Analyze Respond

Our lightweight agent 
detects, collects, and 
sends data to our cloud 
for analysis of potential 
threats.

Our automated engine 
performs initial analysis 
of the information 
collected by the agent. 
Then our ThreatOps 
team reviews the 
full context of that 
data to determine 
the classification and 
severity.

When a threat is 
confirmed, a unique 
incident report is 
delivered containing 
step-by-step remediation 
instructions and 
guidelines to eliminate 
the threat and harden 
your security.

Attackers are constantly evolving, exploiting new vulnerabilities and successfully dwelling in your 
environments—until they meet Huntress. Huntress provides the offensive security you need to hunt down and 
eliminate threats that preventive tools miss. Through a unique combination of human-powered threat hunting and 
automation, our platform delivers continuously evolving services that make it easy for you to fight back against 
today’s determined cybercriminals—all packed into a simple cloud-delivered solution. 



The concept of 
intrusion detection 
on the endpoint 
and catching the 
threats that will 
slip through is so 
unique—that’s 
why I see Huntress 
not only as a 
complement to our 
outer layers but as 
a true innovation.

William Garner
VP OF IT
EAST COAST METAL DISTRIBUTORS

Discover the Huntress difference

The Huntress Security Platform
Through the power of scalable human threat hunting, the Huntress 
Security Platform enables you to identify, isolate and remediate 
hidden threats that sneak past preventive security tools. Empower 
your team to up their game, increase their knowledge and handle 
security remediations with minimal security experience.

Persistent Footholds
At the core of the Huntress Security Platform is our 
ability to identify malicious footholds, a key indication 
that an attacker has successfully slipped past 
preventive defenses. Huntress monitors for these 
footholds and when found, delivers actionable 
recommendations and one-click approval for 
automated remediation. 

Ransomware Canaries
Like the old canary in the coal mine, our Ransomware 
Canaries enable earlier investigation of potential 
ransomware incidents. Uniquely coupled with our 
ThreatOps team, our approach weeds out false 
positives and focuses on actionable intelligence.

External Recon
External Recon gives you visibility into external attack 
surfaces by monitoring potentially exposed services like 
remote desktop services/RDP.

Partner Enablement
The Huntress Partner Portal offers an array of fully 
customizable presentations, assets, and documents, 
along with educational materials to help guide your 
clients—as well as your own teams—through their own 
cybersecurity journey.

Managed Antivirus (Beta)
By providing centralized management and visibility, 
Managed AV starts the conversation for you to reclaim 
and amplify existing investment in Microsoft Defender 
Antivirus, opening up more options to strengthen your 
security stack.

https://www.huntress.com/trial
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